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“Black Nationalism is the only real solution for Black People in the United States.”

The Mosiah Movement

I am part of a small number of persons who are forming an organization called the Mosiah Movement. It is
my hope that the Mosiah Movement will be made up of
a large number of individuals who are willing to adapt
to financial challenges, but unwilling to be slaves to an
unjust financial and political system (not to mention racist). Following are a few of many important proposals
I will put forward, proposals I am very serious about.
It is my hope that the Mosiah Movement will be able
to implement as many of them as possible. I say that
because, in order to be effective, the Mosiah Movement
will require the participation of quite a large number of
individuals who are serious about achieving the objective. That involves investing the time and resources that
success demands; full time participation, not the part
time and “left over minutes” type of commitment Black individuals tend to contribute
to the “Black” struggle.
Please note: I would not be surprised if
some of these proposals appeared on the
list of other individuals. As far as I am concerned, the more of these type proposals the better.
(1) Since we are all citizens of the Republic of New
Afrika and Washitaw Nation, and since I don’t think
either of those ideologies is being properly represented
today, I will propose that officers be commissioned to
carry out the responsibilities nations generally carry out.
As citizens, we have the right to repossess the powers we
authorized others to make use of, and vest those powers
in the hands of more efficient operatives. It is my hope
that the Mosiah Movement will begin establishing the
necessary alliances, issuing the relevant documents, and
making Us competitive so we can become a viable factor
in the day to day realities of Black People.
(2) I am going to propose that the Mosiah Movement
revolve its educational activities around home schooling, online classes (including those of Aset University),
and independent Black schools-- in that order. The home
schooling of Black youngsters should not be compromised by the dictates of a government that does not have
Our interests at hand. However, the extent to which parents adhere to the dictates of a hostile government while
educating their children is up to them.
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(3) I am going to propose that the Mosiah Movement
make Black individuals aware of options they have outside of the United States. Black individuals and families
who are tired of dealing with the United States should
not feel obligated to stay here and take what the United States dishes out. The Republic of New Afrika and
Washitaw Nation should put programs in motion that
will make it easier for those of Us who want to relocate
to make that move. The United States is one of the worst
countries in the world to live in, particularly when it
comes to quality of life type considerations. If we put
the work into it, we can generate some alternatives in
that regard.
(4) I am also going to propose that those Black individuals who can’t get beyond civil rights, Black capitalism and “the almighty one” be encouraged to not involve
themselves in the core activities of the Mosiah Movement. Civil rights is a proven loser (and counter progressive to boot), Black capitalism is a proven
loser (and counter progressive to boot), and
“God/Allah” (if s/he exists) does not get involved in the affairs of human beings (something ancient Africans realized thousands of
years ago). Therefore, We are better off taking
those approaches off of Our list of worthwhile options.
These are just four of the proposals I will make. I will
write about others in coming articles.
I’m hoping the Mosiah Movement will be replete with
individuals who can look at the United States and mean
it when they say, “Kiss my Black ass.” Yes, we will need
a collection of serious individuals, but I do not plan to be
part of any recruitment drive. I will be active in asking
people to take part, but I would rather work with individuals who really want to be with us. Those types, the
willing types, are more likely to stick with it and persevere. When individuals are recruited, it implies that they
have been convinced to do X or join Y. I have learned
that if you have to convince someone to join today, you’ll
probably end up having to carry that someone tomorrow.
I don’t plan to carry any human being who is more than
2 years old.
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At the turn of the 20th century, people could travel to
other countries whenever they wanted to if they could
afford it. They didn’t need a passport because freedom of
movement is a human right. Then, it was determined that
people had to acquire a passport from a government before being able to leave and reenter most countries. Any
time the government wants to restrict your movements,
it can revoke your passport or charge you with a crime
(illegally leaving or entering the country). The passport
helped turn people into the property of a government.
At the turn of the 20th century, workers in the United
States did not have to pay income taxes. No laws were
ever passed that required people to pay income taxes,
but if US citizens fail to do so the United States government can take their property and put them in jail.
Even worse, if you are a US citizen, if you make money
anywhere in the world, even if you don’t live or work in
the United States, you are required to pay income taxes.
Proof, again, that the government of the US of A considers citizens of the US of A its property.
Not only are citizens its property, everything its citizens own is its property also. And to rub your face in
the dirt, the government of the United States will allow
companies to take your property from you without fear
of consequences. That’s how governments chattel.
So many ignorant people criticize leaders like Fidel
Castro because they place limits on personal property
rights, but the fact of the matter is that citizens of Cuba
have more personal property rights than citizens of the
good old US of A. Citizens of Cuba have just as much
freedom of movement as citizens of the US of A. What
the citizens of Cuba don’t have are the basic worries that
keep citizens of the US of A stressed out.
Most white people in the United States of America
don’t seem to mind being the property of a government
that doesn’t give squat about them. Unfortunately, for
all intents and purposes, too many so-called African
Americans don’t mind either. They keep struggling for
things that will keep them under the control of the US
of A. Civil rightists, Black capitalists, religious converts,
reverts and cowards; struggling to remain the property of
ways of life that despise them. Lord ham mercy!
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